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Creating music through sound synthesis is the most representative electronic music creation method, and electronic music is
actually the result of sound synthesis technology. Today, the �eld of electronic music encompasses multiple areas such as re-
cording, mixing, composing, and producing. It also has some advantages over traditional music composition. Voice is the most
e�ective and direct way of communication between people. And with the explosive development of speech recognition tech-
nology, the recognition rate of speech recognition systems in the near �eld environment has been greatly improved. However, in
practical applications, there is often a large amount of ambient noise. If these environmental noises are strong, it will seriously
a�ect the quality, accuracy, and speed of music synthesis. �is greatly reduces not only the sound quality and clarity of speech but
also the speed of speech recognition. To solve these problems, this paper proposes a multisensor speech enhancement technique
and implements a multisensor speech enhancement system. It also proposes an enhancement method based on speaker speech
and microphone speech. In this paper, the low-frequency harmonic components of the bone conduction signal are used to replace
the frequency points disturbed by wind noise to reduce the in�uence of wind noise on speech quality and intelligibility. �e
experimental results show that the PESQ and MOS scores of the improved algorithm in this paper are 1.65 and 3.67, respectively.
Compared with the existing methods, it has a great improvement. �is can e�ectively improve the voice quality of the music
synthesizer and reduce background noise.

1. Introduction

Today’s music synthesizers are designed in di�erent ways. It
is the product of the fusion of the development of modern
electronic technology and traditional music. �e production
of its sound is based on the principle of sound signals
produced by electronic oscillators. �e original sound is
processed through digital processing technology to simulate
the e�ect of sound in di�erent propagation environments.
Composers can imitate natural sounds or create new elec-
tronic sounds. �e control method of the synthesizer is also
controlled by the original single music keyboard control
method and developed into �ngerboard control and wind
control. �e sound �eld environment in actual production,
work, and life is often complex. Harsh sound �eld envi-
ronments such as mechanical noise interference, reverber-
ation interference in conference rooms, and noisy human

voice interference have become the main factors that reduce
the recognition accuracy of the speech recognition system
and damage the call quality of the speech communication
system. �e recognition performance of industry-leading
speech recognition systems in such a sound �eld environ-
ment is also not robust and reliable. �is also greatly limits
the application range of speech recognition systems, so it is
very important to study speech enhancement technology for
music synthesizers.

Regarding music synthesizers, related scientists have
done the following research. AltmanM put an ampli�er chip
and speakers on the board in order for the builder to get
audible results immediately after soldering the kit. He
encoded the output stereo audio channel using pulse width
modulation. Each channel has a low-pass �lter. It consists of
a resistor and a capacitor and converts the signal into audio
[1]. Nishikawa et al. proposed a multichannel receiver with a
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process that can process all the signals by a single hardware.
'e experimental results of an electronic drum without any
connecting wires fully demonstrate the feasibility of a self-
powered wireless transmission system with a delay of 700
microseconds [2]. Soni and Makharia work aimed to make
innovative designs of musical synthesizers highly adaptable,
scalable, and highly miniaturized. Full octave notes are
generated and tested through a complex algorithmic
implementation of digital logic blocks. He investigated the
area, power, and timing constraints of logic devices. He
carried out consumption and time constraints, and the
design enables automatic octave generation as well as
manual key tone generation [3]. Pinch brought the academic
research of technology research and sound research into
dialogue. In technology studies, he discussed social con-
struction methods for influential technology, emphasizing
the role of keyboard standardization and the key role users
play in the development of this technology. Sounds can be
accepted by the user as some sounds stabilize, while others
fail to stabilize [4]. Roche et al. proposed a new method for
sound transformation based on control parameters. 'ese
parameters are intuitive and relevant to the musician. He
used a variant autoencoder model. It is trained in an un-
supervised manner on a large data set of synthesizer sounds
[5]. At present, the main problems of music synthesizers are
that the noise cannot be removed well, and the sound quality
is not high. In order to solve these problems, this paper
introduces multisensor and speech enhancement technology
to study the problems existing in music synthesizers.

Regarding speech enhancement technology and multi-
sensor, relevant scientists have done the following research.
To further improve the robustness of speech activity de-
tection, Li and You proposed a speech-based reinforcement
method. 'e Laplacian distribution is used to model the
residual noise, since the residual noise in the enhanced
speech satisfies the Laplacian distribution. Experimental
results showed that his proposed method performs better
than baseline methods, especially under low SNR and
nonstationary noise conditions [6]. Xue et al. proposed a
vision-centric multisensor fusion framework for traffic en-
vironment perception methods for autonomous driving.'e
framework consistently fuses camera, lidar, and GIS in-
formation through geometric and semantic constraints for
efficient self-localization and obstacle perception. His em-
pirical results verified its robustness and efficiency [7].
Seeberg et al. developed a multisensor technology to detect
three main classical subtechnologies, namely diagonal,
kicked sculls, and double sculls. Other subtechnologies are
classified as miscellaneous. 'e system works well on out-
door snow in different conditions. 'e algorithm he
implemented was validated by video analysis [8]. Aiming at
the incompleteness and uncertainty of information in single-
parameter diagnosis of complex systems, Liu et al. proposed
a new method of multisensor information fusion fault di-
agnosis based on BP neural network and evidence theory. It
realizes the fault location and diagnosis of the main com-
ponents of the hydraulic drive servo system and effectively
improves the reliability of the system [9]. It is instructive that
he compared tracking performance to the best multisensor

solutions, both with and without missing samples. 'e
Subedi et al. analysis evaluated the performance bounds of
the two schemes for sparse-aware multisensor multitarget
tracking algorithms. He also showed that recursive learning
structures outperform traditional methods when the mea-
surement vector is corrupted by missing samples and ad-
ditive noise [10]. Xing and Xia focused on the distributed
joint Kalman filter fusion problem for a class of multisensor
unreliable network systems with uncorrelated noise. He
proposed an optimal algorithm for unreliable network
systems without buffers and gave two simulation examples
to illustrate the effectiveness of his proposed method [11].
'e purpose of Gomes et al. was to compare the perfor-
mance of a modified RGB camera with a multisensor camera
in obtaining the normalized difference vegetation index of
coffee growing areas. He used a multispectral camera with
five sensors and another camera with only one sensor. It
turns out that the NDVI obtained with the multisensor
camera is closer to the NDVI obtained with the GreenSeeker
NDVI sensor [12]. 'e above studies provide a detailed
analysis of speech enhancement techniques and applications
of multisensor and music synthesizers. It is undeniable that
these studies have greatly promoted the development of the
corresponding fields. We can learn a lot from methodology
and data analysis. However, speech enhancement techniques
and multisensor research on music synthesizers are rela-
tively rare, so it is necessary to fully apply these techniques to
research in this field.

In this paper, a multisensor-based speech enhancement
system is constructed, and the SNR and the segmented SNR
average are obtained. 'e fused speech SNRs are −0.8, 3.96,
8.11, 12.62, and 15.29. It trains an improved speech en-
hancement algorithm using the Deep Noise Suppression
Challenge data set. 'e PESQ, STOI, and the number of
parameters of our method are 2.52, 78.1%, and 89 k, re-
spectively. It combines the front-stage array processing al-
gorithm and the post-filtering algorithm to form the entire
dual-microphone noise reduction system. It separates the
four noise reduction systems from the test set and computes
the corresponding scores. 'e PESQ and MOS scores of the
method in this paper are 2.26 and 3.88, respectively, which
are more significant than the existing methods. It improves
the voice quality of music synthesizers and reduces back-
ground noise.

2. Music Synthesizer Design Method

Music synthesizers are used to create, modify, and apply sine
waves. People then feed it into sound generators and
speakers to produce specific sounds. 'e quality of sound is
determined by the composition of harmonics [13, 14]. Sound
card music synthesizers create music that mimics the effects
of many musical instruments. 'e job of a music synthesizer
is to turn information into music. Electronic music is an
important part of electroacoustic music. 'e electronic pi-
ano opened up a new world of music, but the advent of
electronic music synthesizers took electronic music to a new
level [15]. 'e basic block diagram of the synthesizer is
shown in Figure 1.
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A digital music synthesizer, also known as a digital
sound synthesizer, is a digital music device. It is an in-
strumentation amplifier and speaker that convert the elec-
trical signal it produces into sound. In fact, the concept of
digital synthesizer is larger. Its multifingered use of samples
is a modern synth that reproduces the sounds of real in-
struments and analog synths. It is also the most common
andmost commonly encountered one.'e biggest feature of
digital music synthesizers is that they can generate new
electronic sounds, which are commonly known as sounds by
musicians in the industry. 'e main components of com-
mon digital music synthesizers on the market today are
musical keyboards, physically controllable sliders, and knob
buttons. 'erefore, it is also named as a music control
synthesizer.

Music synthesizers can imitate various sounds in reality
and nature, such as pianos, electronic musical instruments,
and flutes. 'ere are also other musical instruments, human
voices, and natural sounds, such as ocean waves. Traditional
analog music synthesizers use the electronics of a signal
generator to create sounds composed of elements of different
frequencies. It is then up to the individual user to modify the
sound to suit the characteristics of time, space, and terrain.
Digital music synthesizers, on the other hand, use a
straightforward digital approach to synthesizing waveforms
and converting them into sound data. 'e oscillating sound
waveform of a digital music synthesizer can be directly
sampled by traditional methods, but must be implemented
mainly by mathematical calculation methods.

'e music synthesizer has three sounding modes: one is
to directly change the voltage type, such as an analog
synthesizer. 'e second is to use computers to make models
of mathematical operations, such as software synthesizers.
'e third is a combination of the above two types of syn-
thesizers, and finally, a granular digital synthesizer that
generates a voltage signal to vibrate the membrane gasket of
the speaker or earphone.

In the field of sound synthesis, in a broad sense, the tool
used to synthesize sound is called a synthesizer. 'ese can
include the vocal system of the singer and all the instru-
ments. Pianos, cellos, and flutes are often seen as “natural,”
while synthesizers are seen as “artificial.” In fact, in essence,
any musical instrument uses synthesis to create sound. In a
narrow sense, synthesizers are used to synthesize surreal
sounds that do not exist in nature. So pure imitation of
sounds in nature is considered to be just the playback of
sounds produced by objects in nature. 'e control surface
and the synthesis engine are the two basic modules of an
electronic music synthesizer. 'e control surface is used to
set the parameters that define and control the synthesized

sound. 'e synthesis engine is used to convert the sound
synthesis parameters into audio signals. 'e waveform
generation circuit is shown in Figure 2.

An oscillator in a synthesizer is the block used to gen-
erate the basic waveform audio signal. It can generally
generate three basic waveforms: sine wave, sawtooth wave,
and square wave. Some oscillators can only generate sine
waves. 'ere are also oscillators that produce simple vari-
ations of the three basic waveforms, such as a sharper
sawtooth wave, a slightly rounder square wave, and so on.
But they are usually relatively simple waveforms. In addition
to the base waveform, the oscillator also contains amplitude
and frequency parameters. Most synthesizers typically
contain at least one or two oscillator blocks. 'ey can
generate one sound or multiple sounds at the same time
according to the user’s needs or use the signals from several
oscillators as modulation signals to modulate other oscil-
lators during frequency modulation synthesis. Some syn-
thesizers replace oscillators with wavetables or audio
samples. In fact, we can also use this other sounding device
as a variant of the oscillator or an advanced version of the
oscillator.

'e frequency modulation synthesis technology is a
modulation method that makes the frequency of the high-
frequency oscillating wave change according to the law of the
modulation signal. 'e actual frequency modulation syn-
thesizer mainly needs two operation units, the modulation
unit and the carrier unit. Each unit has three functional
modules: pulse generator, envelope generator, and sine table.
Each unit has the ability to generate a sine wave. 'e fre-
quency of the sine wave depends on the pulse generator,
while the amplitude depends on the envelope generator. 'e
output of the modulation unit is used to modulate the carrier
unit. 'e resulting output waveform of the carrier element
contains harmonics. 'e amplitude of the harmonics de-
pends on the amplitude of the modulating waveform. By
changing the frequency and amplitude of the modulation
unit, the sound quality of the synthesizer can be changed.

If it wants to automatically periodically change a pa-
rameter in the synthesizer, then it needs to use the LFO. Low
frequency oscillators are different from what are commonly
called oscillators. Instead of an audio signal, it produces a
modulated signal that changes periodically. But the value of
its amplitude describes not the volume, but the value of its
output to the modulated object. So how this value affects the
sound depends on what is being modulated. 'e oscillation
frequency of the LFO determines the rate of change of the
value output to the modulated object. 'e main parameters
of the LFO include waveform selection and oscillation
frequency. 'e degree of influence on the modulation object
depends on the modulation value in the modulation matrix,
so this modulation value is equivalent to a relative
amplitude.

In terms of mechanical fundamentals, the sound pro-
duced by a digital music synthesizer is uniquely different
from the natural sound of a recording device. People usually
say that the recording is to convert the mechanical energy
contained in the sound wave into a sound wave signal, and
the information can be converted into mechanical energy by
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Figure 1: Synthesizer basic block diagram.
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playing the sound. 'e digital music synthesizer usually uses
the keyboard as the control interface, so it is often regarded
as a keyboard instrument device. But in fact, the control
interface of the synthesizer is not necessarily the keyboard. It
also includes, for example, fretboard controllers, guitar
chord controllers, air vent controllers, and electronic drums.

'e dynamics of volume mainly refers to musical ex-
pressions in traditional instrumental music performance
and is an important factor to strengthen musical expres-
siveness. If it is a linear sound like a string legato, the musical
expression becomes even more important. In the perfor-
mance of real instruments, even if the player does not de-
liberately do it, musical expressions will naturally be
attached. So a lot of times this musical element is less no-
ticeable, especially to amateurs. But it is an element that
needs extra attention when creating electronic music
through sound synthesis. Because the volume is not
designed, the oscillator generates a sound signal with ab-
solutely stable volume without any change by default. In the
absence of other design elements, such sounds are often
prone to dullness and even auditory fatigue. And if it is
designed, it will get more new effects than traditional music.

Digital audio technology is moving forward with the
development of DSP and computer. Among them, electronic
music synthesis technology occupies a very important po-
sition. Since the development of music synthesizers, speech
quality, background noise, and how to extract clean original
speech have become an urgent problem to be solved.
'erefore, this paper introduces multisensor and speech
enhancement technology to solve these problems.

Beamforming is a very important concept for speech
amplification with microphone clusters. It is also an im-
portant research area in cluster signal processing. Beam-
forming technology can be used to amplify the speech signal
in the direction of the target sound source and attenuate the
interference and noise in other directions, so as to effectively
achieve the goal of speech enhancement. Assuming that the
direction of the target signal is different from the direction of
the noise signal, it is usually necessary to perform some
analysis procedures on the multiple speech signals collected
by the microphone array, such as weighting, time division,
and summation. Accordingly, the main branch of the
beamforming pattern formed by the microphone array is
aligned with the target speech signal, and the null branch is
aligned with the target sound source, thereby helping to
suppress the secondary branch. 'e direction of the beam
and the width of the main beam depend on the number of
microphone arrays, the distance and spacing between the

arrays, the incident angle of the sound source, the sampling
frequency, etc. 'e direction and frequency of the target
source determine the response of the transducer. Figure 3
shows the process of improving speech quality through
speech enhancement techniques.

Various speech enhancement algorithms based on air
conduction speech sensors do not perform very well in
strong noise environments. 'is is because air-conduc-
tion-based voice sensors such as microphones are sen-
sitive to noise, and both useful information and noise are
transmitted through the air. If it is considered that the
useful information is not transmitted through the air, and
the noise is transmitted through the air, the noise can be
effectively isolated, and the speech transmission perfor-
mance can be improved. Generally speaking, instead of
directly using the voice input by the non-air-conduction
sensor for voice processing or voice recognition, it use the
voice transmitted by the non-air-conduction sensor. It
generally needs to be processed together with air-con-
ducted speech signals to combine their advantages. Or
when the non-air-conducted sensor voice is used, it can be
processed to improve its voice quality.

As a physical process, speech is embodied and perceived
in both visual and auditory aspects. Speech enhancement is
an effective way to deal with noise pollution. Its main
purpose is to improve speech quality by removing as much
noise as possible from the speech signal at the receiving end.
Speech enhancement is not only related to traditional signal
processing theory, but also closely related to speech char-
acteristics and human ear perception characteristics.
'erefore, these characteristics should be integrated, and an
appropriate speech enhancement method should be selected
according to the actual situation.

For nonadditive noise, homomorphic filtering is gen-
erally used to suppress or eliminate it. 'e convolutional
homomorphic system is divided into three subsystems. Two
feature subsystems that only depend on the combination
rules of the signals. A linear subsystem depends on pro-
cessing requirements. 'e first subsystem performs the
operations to convert the convolutional signal into an ad-
ditive signal. 'e second subsystem is an ordinary linear
system that satisfies the principle of linear superposition,
which is used to linearly transform the additive signal. 'e
third subsystem is the inverse transform of the first sub-
system, which inversely transforms the additive signal into a
convolutional signal.

According to the signal of the non-air-conduction voice
sensor, the voiced and unvoiced segments are determined,
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Figure 2: Waveform generation circuit.
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and the determined voiced segment mark is applied to the
voice of the air conduction voice sensor to extract the voice
signal. 'e difference between ordinary air conduction voice
sensor and non-air-conduction voice sensor input voice in
the case of noise: in the case of noise, the spectrum of the
voice of the air conduction voice sensor is very messy and
irregular. It combines the eigenvectors of the two signals. In
the environment of various signal-to-noise ratios, it still has
considerable advantages compared with the voice of the
single-channel noisy air conduction sensor. It builds a joint
model of air-conducted speech sensors detecting speech and
non-air-conducting speech sensors detecting speech. 'is
paper utilizes non-air-conducted speech sensors to detect
speech during augmentation to accurately estimate the
acoustic noise model.
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A– number of microphone elements, ψu– delay compen-
sation from delay estimation, qu(b)– weighting coefficient of
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θ – angle of desired signal, n(k)– microphone observation
signal vector
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G– conjugate transpose, g(k) – the weight vector of the
beamformer
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S[g(k)]– directivity factor b

C
G

k, θs, θWB( g(k) � uc,

l(k, υ) � εll(k, υ − 1) + 1 − εl( l(k, υ).
(11)

εl- Smoothing factor.
'rough various vibrations (such as throat, head, ear

canal, etc.), the reed in the sensor is deformed, and the
vibration of the reed is converted into an electrical signal to
obtain a voice signal. 'e reeds of non-air-conduction
sensors are not affected by sound waves conducted in the air
and therefore do not deform. Since air-conducted sound is
not felt, non-air-conduction sensors are highly resistant to
interference. Since non-air-conducted sensor speech is more
robust in noisy environments and is highly correlated with
air-conducted sensor speech, they have received increasing

Pure voice

Interference noise

Background noise

Channel

Transmission
noise

Speech enhancement
processing Enhanced speech

Figure 3: 'e process of improving speech quality through speech enhancement technology.
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attention for robust speech processing applications. How-
ever, due to the limitations of transmission channels and
devices, the quality of the voices they collect is not high.

Speech enhancement methods are based on a single
microphone, including spectrum restoration, Wiener fil-
tering, Kalman filtering, waveform transformation, etc.
'ese methods employ network signal processing tech-
niques for speech enhancement. 'ey used spatial phase
information of speech signals from multiple microphones to
spatially filter incoming speech and form a directional spatial
beam.

Excluding the influence of sensor quality and hardware
circuit, regarding the characteristics of speech recorded by
non-air-conduction sensors, most obviously, the waveform
amplitude of speech has a certain attenuation in the time
domain. From the frequency domain point of view, if the
sampling frequency is 8 kHz, the voice of the non-air-
conduction sensor has a large attenuation in the middle and
high frequency. 'e frequency range of its speech is about
0–2 kHz, while the frequency range of air conduction sen-
sors such as microphones is 0–4 kHz. 'e high-frequency
components correspond to the detail components of the
sound signal. As a result, non-air-conduction sensor speech
has a blurred pitch and a lot of detail missing. Non-air-
conducted sensor speech is noisy at low frequencies. 'is
part is related to the characteristics of the sensor itself, and
the other part is related to external interference or power
supply during the signal acquisition process. Figure 4 shows
the block diagram of the speech reconstruction system.

According to the signal of the non-air-conduction voice
sensor, the voiced and unvoiced segments are determined. In
this paper, the identified voiced segment marks are applied
to the voice of the air conduction voice sensor to extract the
voice signal. 'e difference between ordinary air-conducted
speech sensor and non-air-conducted speech sensor
recorded speech in the case of noise: iIn a noisy environ-
ment, the frequency spectrum of the air speech sensor’s
speech is not clean and irregular. On the other hand, the
frequency spectrum of the voice of the external voice sensor
in the air is very clean and is basically not affected by external
noise. 'is feature can extract speech sequences from air-
borne speech sensors in noisy environments and distinguish
audible and inaudible sequences based on the signal from the
airborne speech sensor.

In addition to utilizing the non-air-conducted speech
sensor to assist the air-conducted speech sensor in speech
detection, the signal of the non-air-conducted speech sensor
is also incorporated as a feature into the air-conducted
speech sensor’s speech. It modifies the parameters of the
joint model accordingly, and then uses the revised joint
model to enhance the voice detected by the input air con-
duction voice sensor. When modifying, the model com-
pensation technology can be used to modify the parameters
of the channel parameter joint model.

3. Music Synthesizer Design Experiment

Due to the strong anti-interference ability of the throat
microphone, in a strong noise environment, the voice

recorded by the microphone has strong noise. Simulta-
neously recorded voice from the throat microphone is very
low noise. However, the high-frequency energy of its voice is
very low, so that the recorded voice seems depressed and
unnatural. In this paper, the voice of the throat microphone
is subjected to spectrum spread processing. 'is fills in the
high-frequency gaps for later fusion processing with the
microphone voice. As shown in Figure 5, it is a multisensor-
based speech enhancement system.

As shown in Figure 6, it is a waveform diagram of the
speech after sub-band fusion of the microphone speech after
spectral subtraction enhancement and the throat micro-
phone speech after spectral expansion. It can be seen that the
speech noise after fusion is smaller than that of the mi-
crophone enhanced by spectral subtraction, and the spec-
trum is clearer than that of the microphone enhanced by
spectral subtraction.

As shown in Table 1, the average SNR and segmented
SNR are shown. It can be seen that the SNR and SNR of the
fused speech are higher than those of the microphone speech
enhanced only by spectral subtraction. On the whole, the
SNR of most of the fused speech is higher than that of the
throat microphone.

'e overall signal-to-noise ratio of a given noisy speech y
is 10 dB, 5 dB, 0 dB, and −5 dB, respectively. And when
−10 dB, it simulates the voices of four speakers, respectively,
and the steps are the same as the above. It finally averages the
signal-to-noise ratio and segmental signal-to-noise ratio of
the four people. As shown in Table 2, it is the average value of
speech SNR and segment SNR.

As shown in Figure 7, each algorithm deals with point
source noise and diffuses field noise. It can be seen from
the figure that all the improved algorithms can better
improve the sound quality and intelligibility of speech
under the interference of point source noise. However,
under the interference of nonpoint source noise, the
improvement of speech sound quality and intelligibility
by the algorithm only using the air conduction micro-
phone are very limited.

'e logarithmic magnitude spectrum estimator can ef-
fectively reduce the musical noise phenomenon caused by
the postprocessing algorithm. Figure 8 shows a block dia-
gram of the spectral estimator processing. It can be seen
from the figure that it mainly performs signal modeling
under the assumption of additive noise and performs short-
time Fourier transform on the input signal for analysis in the
time-frequency domain.

'is paper uses the deep noise suppression challenge
data set to train an improved speech enhancement algo-
rithm.'e performance on the test set is shown in Table 3. It
can be seen that the assumption in traditional signal pro-
cessing methods (that is, the stationarity of noise is much
higher than that of speech) greatly limits the ability of the
algorithm to deal with speech disturbed by nonstationary
noise. However, the improved algorithm in this paper has
learned the processing modes of speech disturbed by various
stationary and non-stationary noises in the training phase,
which can effectively model the noise and effectively sup-
press such noises.
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In this paper, the prearray processing algorithm and the
post-filtering algorithm are combined to form the entire
dual-microphone noise reduction system. It separately
processes the test set for these four noise reduction systems
and computes the corresponding scores. At the same time, it
scores the processed speech by subjective listening test.
Figures 9 and 10 show the scoring results of the low signal-
to-noise ratio test set.

'e experimental results show that the noise reduction
system combined with the improved algorithm in this paper
can effectively improve the voice quality, intelligibility, and
subjective listening experience of speech. Since the bone
vibration sensor has a greater advantage of being free from
external sound field interference under the condition of low
signal-to-noise ratio, the algorithm in this paper is also more
significantly improved than other alignment algorithms
under the condition of low signal-to-noise ratio. 'is im-
proves the voice quality of the music synthesizer and reduces
background noise.

4. Discussion

It performs speech enhancement processing in harsh sound
field environments. 'e traditional microphone array and
post-filter speech enhancement technology have the

following three defects: (1) the blocking matrix of the mi-
crophone array speech enhancement algorithm based on
GSC is prone to the leakage of the desired speech signal
when the speech energy is high. 'is in turn causes the final
adaptive noise canceller to falsely suppress speech compo-
nents that need to be preserved. Under the interference of
nondirectional noise, it is difficult to effectively suppress the
noise by an adaptive noise canceller controlled only by the
signal-to-interference ratio. (2) 'e beamforming algorithm
cannot effectively suppress the wind noise in the low fre-
quency part, and the wind noise will greatly damage the
sound quality and intelligibility of the speech. (3) 'e tra-
ditional signal processing post-filtering algorithm is difficult
to estimate and suppresses the residual non-stationary noise
after the prestage beamforming algorithm. Aiming at these
problems, this paper adds a bone vibration sensor based on
the traditional two-microphone array to collect the bone
conduction signal generated by the speaker. It greatly en-
hances the robustness of the algorithm through an adaptive
process controlled by bone conduction signals. 'is paper
improves a simple cyclic denoising neural network, which
reduces the scale of network parameters while ensuring the
denoising effect.

In the application scenario of wireless headsets, wind
noise often seriously affects the quality of calls and greatly

Calculate the mel
coefficient Find codebook

Generate
incentives

Calculate wideband
coefficients from codebook Post processing High pass filter

Narrowband
speech

Broadband Voice

Figure 4: Block diagram of speech reconstruction system.
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Figure 5: Multisensor-based speech enhancement system.
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Figure 6: Waveform of the fused speech.

Table 1: SNR and segment SNR average.

SNR/segment SNR (dB)
Noisy microphone voice −10/−17.25 −5/−12.43 0/−7.43 5/−2.43 10/2.66
'roat microphone voice −0.97/−2.38
Microphone speech after spectral subtraction enhancement −5.86/−12.08 −1.2/−8.7 3.97/−3.18 8.45/1.26 12.68/6.92
Fused voice −0.8/−7.87 3.96/−3.23 8.11/1.82 12.62/5.15 15.29/9.14

Table 2: Speech SNR and segment SNR average.

SNR/segment SNR (dB)
Noisy microphone voice −10/−17.25 −5/−12.43 0/−7.43 5/−2.43 10/2.66
'roat microphone voice −0.97/−2.38
MMSE-enhanced post-microphone speech −0.82, −5.46 5.06/−1.89 9.21/2.89 12.59/6.89 16.36/10.74
Fused voice 3.16/−2.41 6.8/0.96 10.3/4.38 13.7/7.15 16.27/10.59
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harms the user experience. 'e main energy of wind noise is
concentrated in low frequencies, which has a greater impact
on low-frequency speech harmonics. If it wants to auto-
matically periodically change a parameter in the synthesizer,
then it needs to use the LFO.

After the original waveform has been modulated to give
its contours and shape, it can be output to the effects

processor for the next stage of shaping. After the sound is
output to the effector, the effector makes some specific
changes to the sound through a series of simple or complex
processing.'e exact change depends on the function of this
effect. 'e effect device can be understood as simplifying,
prefabricating, and packaging the production process of
some commonly used effects and representative effects into a
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Figure 7: Each algorithm handles point source noise and diffuse field noise.
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Figure 8: Spectral estimator processing block diagram.

Table 3: Performance on the test set.

Noisy speech OA Rnnoise 'is article
PESQ 1.76 1.77 2.34 2.52
STOI (%) 76.4 75.9 76.5 78.1
Number of parameters None None 86 k 89 k
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module specially used to form this effect through electronic
technology. For example, the original delay effect was
simulated by repeatedly reading and playing audio from the
same tape. 'e initial distortion effect is caused by too much
current to the audio signal output from the speakers. 'e
original reverb effect can only be obtained by relying on
natural sound reflections. Sound effects that may have been

complicated or difficult to achieve can now be easily
achieved.'ere are many types of effects, depending on their
function. 'e more common ones include delay, reverb,
distortion, etc. Filters and equalizers can also belong to
effects. In addition to these effects that imitate natural
physical phenomena, there are other effects that are used to
produce special effects.
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Figure 9: Scoring performance on the test set in the 0 dB to 5 dB SNR range.
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5. Conclusion

With the rapid development of information and recording
technology, digital sound processing technology has grad-
ually replaced analog sound processing technology and is
currently developing rapidly. Human audio processors face
increasing challenges in terms of sound quality, volume, and
functionality. Electronic design automation technology is a
technology that can automatically design electronic systems
or products. Speech recognition technology is widely used in
applications in various industries, such as mobile phone
voice assistants, automatic dialogue customer service robots,
industrial intelligent control terminals, and military fields.
'e speech recognition system enables the computer to have
the ability of speech recognition through the joint modeling
of the phoneme model of the speech signal and the language
model. In order to solve the problems of voice quality and
background noise of music synthesizers, a multisensor-
based voice enhancement system is constructed in this
paper. It effectively reduces the background noise of the
music synthesizer and improves the voice quality. For the
study of fusing the voice spectrum of the throat microphone
and the voice spectrum of the microphone, due to the time

relationship, this paper proposes and simulates a fusion
method. In addition to the method proposed in this paper,
there are many other methods to try. 'e research on the
weight function can also be more in depth.
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